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INTRO

This IDA Seminar Series event discussed 'Managing for Great Desert Skink'. This threatened species,

known as tjkaura, warrana, tjalapa, and mulyamiji amongst other names, resides almost exclusively

on Aboriginal land. Rachel Paltridge, IDA's Threatened Species Ecologist, facilitated the session

with input from Tim McGrath from the Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment, the

Birriliburu Rangers, and CSIRO Post Doctorate student, David Thuo.

TIM MCGRATH - DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WATER AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Tim provided an overview of the Australian Government's role in developing management plans for

the great desert skink. The original plan was developed in 2001 following the listing of the great

desert skink as a threatened species is 1999. That plan has been adopted and in use ever since. 

However, a plan expires after ten years under the EPBC act and so it was overdue that a new plan

be developed. The AG wanted to build on the great work that was being achieved on Aboriginal

lands relating to other threatened species such as the bilby and night parrot, and so consulted with

multiple partners across the range of the great desert skink. Ultimately, they wanted to support the

development of a plan that had significant input of traditional owners and engaged the IDA and

Rachel to work on the draft. Tim will brief an AG committee on the plan's content and strategies

who will then hopefully endorse it, before it goes out to public comment for three months.

Hopefully, the new recovery plan will be provided to the new Federal minister to formalise under

the act around September of this year. 
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RACHEL PALTRIDGE - IDA THREATENED SPECIES ECOLOGIST

The draft plan is ready for feedback and if you'd like to do so, please contact Rachel Paltridge at

rachelpaltridge@indigenousdesertalliance.com for a copy. Otherwise, feedback can be provided

during the public consultation phase when it will be available on-line.

Rachel then launched the 'Saving Tjakura' video which gives plenty of background to the great

desert skink and management actions that are expanded upon in the plan. The video can be

viewed on the Indigenous Desert Alliance YouTube channel.

A summary of the draft recovery plan was given which highlights eight key strategies and how

those strategies will help us meet our conservation outcomes for the species.

Rachel also shared information on her new role and the funded project under the Environment

Restoration Fund Priority Species Grant which is 'Assessing the Status of Tjakura and Implementing

Recovery Actions'.

In addition, the NESP Resilient Landscapes Hub are funding a project for 'Research to support

management of Priority desert threatened species' whose aim is to co-design two-way science

research projects that can help rangers to develop best practice management actions.

BIRRILIBURU RANGERS

Birriliburu Rangers shared a video the team had made about visiting Country looking for tjakura

including their finding of 33 burrows! They had been joined by two rangers from Wakamurru, an

emerging ranger team, to help with the surveys as there are historical records of the great desert

skink on Wakamurru Country, which they hope they can use their new skills to search for.



DAVID THUO - CSIRO POST DOCTORATE STUDENT

David introduced a new method for monitoring great desert skink being developed by CSIRO in

partnership with Parks Australia and Australia National University at Yulara using eDNA. This involves

collecting the genetic material of the skink in soil samples within their habitat and analysing the

results to help determine questions like how many live in a burrow, what they eat, how far they

move, and what predators are present.

Please contact David at david.thuo@csiro.au should you like to learn more about eDNA sampling

and/or would like his assistance in surveying this way.
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Our thanks to all speakers and to those that joined for the live event.


